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Polarized Raman spectroscopy has been performed to investigate the effects of the electric field on

0.68PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3–0.32PbTiO3 (PMN–32PT) relaxor single crystal. Based on the group theory

analysis, the Raman modes of PMN–32PT single crystal at zero-field are assigned to the monoclinic

structure. The electric-field-evolution of Raman spectra reveal that a structural transition to tetragonal

phase is initiated at a threshold electric field E1 and completed at higher field E2. In the intermediate

field range from E1 to E2, the structure of the crystal is determined to be a coexistence of monoclinic

and tetragonal phases. These results of the Raman spectra allow us to better understand the

field-induced ultrahigh macroscopic strain in the relaxor ferroelectrics. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4894418]

Relaxor-based ferroelectric single crystals such as

(1� x)Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3� xPbTiO3 (PZN–xPT) and (1� x)

Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3� xPbTiO3 (PMN–xPT) have attracted

much attention due to their superior piezoelectric properties

compared to commercial piezoelectric ceramics (PZT). For

example, the PMN–PT single crystals with composition near

the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) exhibit the ultra-

high piezoelectric response (d33¼ 2500 pC/N) along the

[001]-direction.1,2 Extensive studies on these materials have

demonstrated a monoclinic phase in the MPB region is

response for their excellent piezoelectric properties.3–5 In

fact, an electric(E)-field induced intermediate monoclinic

phase between the rhombohedral(R)–tetragonal(T) phase

transition was observed by Noheda et al.5,6 in PZN-PT single

crystal. However, Zhang et al.7 have proposed that the

monoclinic phase does not directly contribute to the ultra-

high piezoelectric activity in PMN–PT crystal. The role of

monoclinic phase (M) is thought to form R–M or M–T phase

boundaries, corresponding to an ease in polarization rotation

under external E-field. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate

the effects of E-field on the monoclinic structure of

PMN–PT single crystals to further understand the outstand-

ing electromechanical properties in these materials.

Raman spectroscopy is considered to be a sensitive tech-

nique for studying local lattice dynamics and phase transi-

tions in relaxor ferroelectric crystals.8–16 The anomalies of

Raman active-mode are strongly associated with phase tran-

sitions. Moreover, the light couples directly with the ferro-

electric polarization make it useful in study of lattice

dynamics. Polarized Raman spectroscopy has been done

for monoclinic PMN–PT single crystal. The field-induced

MC-type to the MA-type monoclinic phase transition was

identified at low E-field (E¼ 5.8 kV/cm).16 However, the

E-field dependent Raman measurement on PMN–PT has not

yet been presented across M–T phase transition. It is of inter-

est to examine the differences in the phonon behaviors near

and during this M–T transition. In this letter, polarized

Raman scattering is performed on the PMN–32PT single

crystal under a broad fields range from 0 to 22.3 kV/cm. The

results clearly show that the E-field applied in the [001]-

direction induces a phase transition from the M phase at low

fields (E< 10.0 kV/cm) to the T phase at high fields

(E> 16.3 kV/cm) through a phase coexistence region in the

intermediate fields.

The PMN–32PT single crystal was grown by a modified

Bridgman technique.17 Pseudocubic crystal orientation was

determined using x-ray diffraction. The dimensions of the

samples are 4 � 4 � 0.4 mm3 with two main faces perpen-

dicular to [001]-direction. The two (100) faces of samples

were optically polished and coated with semitransparent

gold electrodes for E-field application. Raman spectra were

recorded in backscattering configuration using a Jobin-Yvon

LabRAM HR 800 UV spectrometer with a 488 nm line of an

Arþ laser as the exciting source. The spectra were recorded

in parallel (VV) zðxxÞ�z and cross (VH) zðxyÞ�z polarization

geometries, where x, y, and z are the cubic axes. The laser

beam was focused through a 50� microscope with a working

distance of 18 mm. An air-cooled charge coupled device

(CCD) with a 1024 � 256 pixels front illuminated chip was

used to collect the scattered signal dispersed on 1800

grooves/mm grating.

Figure 1 shows the polarized Raman spectra for [001]-

oriented PMN–32PT single crystal at zero field. It can be
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seen that the cross (VH) and parallel (VV) Raman spectra do

not differ qualitatively except for the intensity variations.

This effect is probably ascribed to the existence of micropo-

lar domains, which partly influences the vibrational proper-

ties, as well as the Raman selection rules.8,18 To better

ascertain the locations and the number of Raman modes, the

Raman spectra are decomposed into Lorentzian-shaped

peaks. The deconvoluted spectrum is displayed in the VV

geometry and ten modes are discernible in the frequency

range of 100–1000 cm�1. We noted that, in Ref. 12, four

additional modes in the range of 0–100 cm�1 were detected

for PMN–32PT crystal. However, the edge filters used in

present experiment do not allow us to observe these low-

frequency modes (e.g., <100 cm�1). This indicates that the

number of the modes in sample should be more than ten.

Based on the group theory analysis, there are twelve Raman

active modes classified as 8A0 and 4 A00 in the monoclinic

(Pm) symmetry, while only seven Raman modes are pre-

dicted in the rhombohedral (R3m) structure and eight modes

in tetragonal structure (P4 mm).11,12 Thereby, it is suggested

that the room temperature structure of unpoled PMN–32PT

single crystal belongs to monoclinic. The discrepancy of

mode numbers between the experiment and theory analysis

in PMN–PT compound can be explained by the existence of

the polar nanoregions in relaxor ferroelectrics.13

Although the zero-field Raman spectra in the VV geom-

etry are similar to those in the VH geometry, they are distin-

guished from each other as the E-field is increased. One

dominant feature is the changing of the intensities of modes

at 146, 580, and 760 cm�1. From the spectra in the VH

geometry (Fig. 2(a)), these modes decrease in their intensity

upon increasing E-field. Nevertheless, the opposite trend is

observed in the VV geometry (Fig. 2(b)). These changes are

clearly exhibited in Fig. 3(a), where the intensities ratio

(IVH/IVV) of 146, 580, and 760 cm�1 mode are plotted

against applied E-field. The ratio of the modes makes an

abrupt change as field reaches 10.0 kV/cm, and further

increasing of the field brings about another notable change.

It is worthy that these changes in intensity ratio are consist-

ent with the E-field versus strain curve (Fig. 3(b)). A rapid

increase of strain appears at a threshold field strength E1

of about 10.0 kV/cm, and a slope change is observed

with increasing field to E2 (about 16.3 kV/cm). Thus, the

coincidence of our Raman data and macroscopic strain meas-

urements indicates that the structural phase transitions

actually occur across two critical fields E1 and E2.

FIG. 1. Polarized Raman spectra of PMN�32PT single crystal at zero-field,

and the deconvolution of multiple Lorentzian peaks are shown for the VV

scattering geometry.

FIG. 2. Room temperature Raman spectra in the VH scattering geometry (a)

and VV scattering geometry (b) under various electric fields.

FIG. 3. The field evolution of the intensity ratio of the VH to VV component

of the 146, 580, and 760-cm�1 modes (a); and the longitudinal strain (b) for

[001]-oriented PMN�32PT crystal as functions of the applied electric fields.

102909-2 Chen et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 102909 (2014)
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Except for the variation of the mode intensity, some fea-

tures such as frequency shift and mode merging are observed

in the E-field induced Raman spectra (Fig. 2(a)). These fea-

tures are typical for perovskite relaxor ferroelectrics. As pre-

sented in Fig. 2(a), the mode at 210 cm�1 exhibits a clear

blueshift and has a tendency to merge into the mode at

274 cm�1, leading to the reduction in the number of Raman

modes. From the viewpoint of group theory analysis, the

point group Cs of the monoclinic phase is a subgroup of C4v

of the tetragonal phase. When the monoclinic-tetragonal

(M–T) phase transition takes place, the A0�A00 modes in the

monoclinic phase will transform into E mode of the tetrago-

nal structure.11,14,15 Thus, the decline of Raman modes may

reveal a change in symmetry to tetragonal phase with a lower

number of Raman active modes. The similar phenomenon

has also been found in the M–T transition of PZT materials.14

On the other hand, we observe an apparent frequency shift in

the modes around 580 cm�1. Upon increasing the E-field, the

mode at 580 cm�1 gradually merges into the mode at

504 cm�1, making its frequency shift become 525 cm�1.

According to the mode assignment in previous studies,14,19,20

the mode at about 525 cm�1 in the VH geometry is assigned

to the E (3TO) phonon mode in the tetragonal symmetry.

This fact gives additional support to the transition from the

monoclinic to the tetragonal phase, though the mode vibra-

tional mechanism is thought to be more complicated at a

lower symmetry structure.21 It should be noted that these E-

field dependent spectra are quite similar to the PZN-8PT

Raman spectra observed during the M–T phase transition

induced by temperature.18

Previous Raman studies on Pb-based relaxors have

showed that the M–T phase transition occurred at a tempera-

ture point in the temperature-dependent Raman spectra.12,18 It

is noteworthy that these changes across the critical tempera-

ture are comparable to the changes across the lower transition

field (E1) in the E-field dependence Raman spectra (Fig. 2).

On the other hand, the upper transition field (E2) is identified

in the E-field induced intensity ratio behavior (Fig. 3(a)).

Additionally, the changes across E2 are not as obvious as

those across E1. This suggests that the field-induced phase

transition from M to T phase is initiated at E1 and completed

above E2, corresponding to a rapid increase and a saturation

of the strain (Fig. 3(b)), respectively. In other words, the phase

structure of the sample is actually a mixture of the M and T
phases between E1 and E2. This is consistent with the earlier

interpretation reported by Noheda et al., who suggested that

monoclinic and tetragonal phases coexist in an intermediate

field region from their x-ray-diffraction measurements.6

In order to verify this fact, we assume that the mixing ra-

tio of one phase at an intermediate E-field (Em) is proportional

to the difference from the E1 with respect to the difference of

E2�E1. Then the Raman spectra at Em could be represented

by a linear superposition of the spectra below E1 and above

E2. As presented in Fig. 4, the fitted Raman spectra in the VV

and VH geometries, respectively, at Em of 12.5 kV/cm are dis-

played in comparison with the observed spectra at the same

field. The fitted spectra are obtained from the linear superposi-

tion of the Raman spectra at E1 and E2 followed by

fFITg ¼ ð1� rÞ x fMCSg þ rx fTGSg; (1)

where {FIT} represents the fitted Raman spectra,

r¼ (Em�E1)/(E2�E1), {MCS} Raman spectrum of the

monoclinic phase, and {TGS} Raman spectrum of the tetrag-

onal phase. The coincidence of the experimental and the

fitted Raman spectra is excellent for both VV and VH geo-

metries, which strongly confirmed the coexistence of the

monoclinic and tetragonal phases in the intermediate field

range from E1 to E2.

In summary, polarized Raman spectroscopy performed

on monoclinic PMN�32PT crystals show that an electric

field applied along [001]-direction induces the tetragonal

phase. Our experiments reveal that such a phase transition is

initiated at E1 (about 10.0 kV/cm), and completed at about E2

(about 16.3 kV/cm). Between E1 and E2, both monoclinic and

tetragonal phase coexist in PMN�32PT crystal. These results

are in good agreement with the E-field strain curves, which

strongly support for this sequence of the phase transitions.
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